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Abstract Short text categorization is a crucial issue to many applications,
e.g., Information Retrieval, Question-Answering System, MRI Database Con-
struction and so forth. Many researches focus on data sparsity and ambiguity
issues in short text categorization. To tackle these issues, we propose a novel
short text categorization strategy based on abundant representation, which
utilizes Bi-directional Recurrent Neural Network(Bi-RNN) with Long Short-
Term Memory(LSTM) and topic model to catch more contextual and semantic
information. Bi-RNN enriches contextual information, and topic model discov-
ers more latent semantic information for abundant text representation of short
text. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed model is comparable
to state-of-the-art neural network models and method proposed is effective.
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2 Yanhui Gu et al.
1 Introduction
Along with the development of Internet, the amount of short texts on the
Internet grows faster and faster which demands text categorization methods
to classify disordered texts into specified categories for further analysis. So far,
the need of effective and efficient text categorization approaches have been
more and more urgent.
Previous researches mainly focus on text representation learning and classi-
fication algorithms. Traditionally, normal text categorization methods utilized
Vector Space Mode(VSM)[31] to represent text and used classifiers such as
Näıve Bayes[36], Support Vector Machine(SVM)[13], Decision Tree[15], and
so forth. With the rapid development of deep learning, many neural network
models have been applied to categorization tasks, like image categorization[43]
and text categorization[35]. Words in text can be represented as embeddings
which act as features for classification and models like Feedforward Neural
Network are applied to classifying texts.
However, short text is totally different from normal text, which encounters
problems of data sparsity and ambiguity. In previous researches, short texts
are represented utilizing Bag-of-Words(BoW)[34]. For example, the short text
“Who is Barbara Jordan?” can be represented as “Jordan: 1” according to a
feature template, which indicates that the short text has the feature “Jordan”.
However, it ignores semantic information hidden in short texts and could not
tell the specific meaning of “Jordan”, whether it is a country or a person’s
name. In order to utilize more latent semantic information in short texts for
disambiguation, topic models, such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation(LDA)[30]
and Biterm Topic Model(BTM)[40], are applied into short text categorization.
However, these models still use sparse vector representation, which may bring
Curse of Dimensionality problem.
In recent years, how to make use of neural network models to obtain effec-
tive representations of short text for classification has attracted considerable
attention[16,38,19,45]. Embedding representation which takes contextual in-
formation into consideration, has solved the Curse of Dimensionality problem
effectively. The most straightforward approach is to use models like Convolu-
tional Neural Network(CNN) to generate whole text representation and send
to a softmax layer to obtain label distribution of given text[16].
However, models like CNN ignore the relatedness of words in short texts,
which is significant for classification. Because of the finite length of short text,
the links between words seem to be more important. To introduce more con-
textual information, Wang et al. proposed a semantic based neural network
model for short text categorization[37]. Though semantic clustering of word
embeddings shows positive effective on categorization accuracy, the distance
metrics in the proposed short text categorization model are simple and out-
of-vocabulary words in this model cannot be utilized, which may lose some
valuable information and bring negative influences on accuracy. What’s more,
CNN and RNN models are combined to form whole short text representations


































































Title Suppressed Due to Excessive Length 3
ceding information, which is unsuitable for abundant representation of short
text[45].
In previous researches, the difficulty of short text categorization lies in
effectiveness of short text representation. Because of the lack of contextual
information, the disambiguation in short text becomes more difficult. An ef-
fective short text representation can help us to keep away from the current
dilemma. To tackle this issue, we propose an abundant representation model
for short text categorization. We propose a neural network model utilizing rep-
resentation from Bi-RNN and LDA to catch more contextual information and
latent semantic information for categorization. Compared with other represen-
tation models, the representations of whole short text extrated from Bi-RNN
and LDA enrich feature representation. The results show that the proposed
model is comparable to state-of-the-art neural network models on large-scale
dataset and method proposed is effective.
Our contributions are listed as follows:
(1) We address the challenge of short text representation by utilizing represen-
tation from Bi-RNN and LDA to introduce more contextual information
and latent semantic information for categorization.
(2) We apply latent semantic information extracted from topic model to en-
hance the neural network representation of a short text, which significantly
mitigates ambiguation issue in short text.
(3) The results of our model show that the proposed model is comparable to
state-of-the-art neural network models on large-scale dataset.
2 Related Work
For normal texts, traditional categorization approaches are based on Statistical
Language Models. When training classification models, many feature extrac-
tion methods are applied to acquire features for classification, e.g. Document
Frequency(DF)[41], Mutual Information(MI)[41], Chi-square(CHI)[4], and In-
formation Gain(IG)[1]. Time complexities of these methods are low, so the
computing speed is fast. After obtaining the features, classifiers based on the
features are constructed. Classification algorithms can be classified into three
types: (1) algorithms based on statistical learning: Näıve Bayes[36], Maximum
Entropy[21], Support Vector Machine[13], Hidden Markov Model(HMM)[7],
and K-Nearest Neighbor(KNN)[9]; (2) algorithms based on rules: Decision
Tree[15] and Association Rules Model; (3) algorithms based on neural net-
work: CNN[16] and RNN[45]. Among statistical learning algorithms, SVM is
the most classic one, which has achieved better performance comparing to
other models. HMM is based on sequence and utilizes word probability distri-
bution to construct model, which consists of an unobservable state transition
process and an observable observation generation process. The highlight of
HMM is no need of large-scale dictionaries and rules. In addition, combina-
tion of different classifiers are utilized to improve classification efficiency. For


































































4 Yanhui Gu et al.
a linear classifier and Extreme Learning Machine(ELM), which is a single hid-
den layer feed forward network(SLFB) where the input weights are chosen
randomly and the output weights are calculated analytically. To introduce
more knowledge for classification, Lauer et al.[17] incorporated prior knowl-
edge into SVM to improve classifiers’ performance. Wu et al.[39] also proposed
a Wikipedia semantic matching approach for text classification.
Text categorization techniques assume that features are closely related to
document categories. On the basis of this hypothesis, there are two kinds of
traditional text representation models, namely, Boolean Model and Vector
Space Model. The Boolean Model can be considered as a special case of vector
model. Depending on whether the feature is presented in the document, the
weight of feature is 1 or 0. In Vector Space Model, a document is represented as
a vector in feature space, which is also called document vector. Each dimension
in a document vector corresponds to a feature in the document. The similar-
ity of two documents is obtained by calculating the cosine of corresponding
document vectors. Decision Tree and Association Rules Model are based on
Bollean Model. KNN and SVM depend on Vector Space Model. What’s more,
text can also be represented as graphs in categorization[29,42].
Traditional text representation and statistic learning feature extraction
methods may cause Curse of Dimensionality problem. To tackle this issue,
word embedding is proposed[28,6,24]. Word embedding distinguishes tradi-
tional text representation from providing more semantic information[2]. Word
embedding produces word vectors, which can reduce the Euclidean distance
between synonyms and similar words. Meanwhile, Word embedding can solve
the problem of high dimension in traditional word vectors and the problem of
sparsity. Word embedding contains semantic information compared to one-hot
representation. In addition, Word embedding takes context information into
consideration to enhance word representation in contrast to topic models.
As mentioned in Section 1, short texts have the characteristics of sparse and
ambiguity, which make short texts categorization models cannot achieve good
performance when utilizing traditional text representation methods. Models
which employing Vector Space Model does not consider the contextual rela-
tionship between words and would also ignore semantic relations. In order to
make up for the lack of valuable information in short texts, Li et al. com-
bined the Wikipedia and concept dimension extension and introduced infor-
mation from existing knowledge base to strengthen the performance of short
text categorization[20]. However, because the features extracted using feature
engineering may be sparse sometimes, it is likely to cause Curse of Dimension-
ality. Based on word embedding, Le and Mikolov proposed a doc2vec model
which adds a paragraph vector into word2vec to represent whole short text[18].
In addition, semantic distance of short text can also be regarded as an
approach for classification[22,27,38]. Short text can be regarded as a Gaussian
distribution utilizing word embddings. Nikolentzos el al. proposed to model
each short text as a multivariate Gaussian distribution based on the distributed
representations of words[27]. Utilizing the similarity function as kernel for


































































Title Suppressed Due to Excessive Length 5
BoW representation. Wang et al. exploited more contextual information using
semantic clustering of word embeddings for classification[38]. However, the
similarity of short texts cannot only be measured by applying word embeddings
and ignoring the ambiguity of words in short texts.
Recently, more and more attention has been payed to neural network mod-
els in Natural Language Processing. Recurrent Neural Network(RNN)[33] has
been proved to be effective in solving sequence problems, which is one of the
most common neural network models. It can utilize context information in
text. However, there are gradient explosion and gradient vanishing problem
in training of RNN[11]. LSTM is proposed to solves these problems. LSTM
controls the state of cells by adding three kinds of gates in the hidden layer.
Based on LSTM, Tree LSTM and Bi-RNN are often used to solve some prob-
lems, such as Machine Translation and Word Segmentation. Based on word
embedding, Kalchbrenner et al. introduced the Dynamic Convolutional Neu-
ral Network(DCNN) for modeling short texts[14]. On the basis of CNN, they
added a dynamic k-max pooling layer into CNN and utilize two convolution
layers. Kim et al.[16] proposed to use two input channels to introduce task-
specific and static word embeddings simultaneously in CNN. Ji et al. proposed
a model which combines CNN and RNN to train short text representation
and utilize Artificial Neural Networks(ANN) as a classifier[19]. The combina-
tion proves that the sequential information extracted from RNN improves the
quality of prediction. Although they can obtain richer textual representations,
these models’ structures are rather complex.
In order to obtain the latent semantic information in short texts, re-
searchers use topic models, such as Latent Semantic Analysis(LSA), Prob-
abilistic Latent Semantic Analysis(PLSA) and LDA[5]. LDA model is an un-
supervised probability-based model which is suitable for large-scale dataset.
LDA model can find out topics in text. Phan et al. proposed to utilize topics
extracted from LDA as features and Maximum Entropy classifier to classify
short texts[30]. Chen et al. proved that leveraging topics at multiple granular-
ity can model text precisely[5].
Though neural network models can solve the problem of dimensionality, the
difficulty of short text categorization lies in effective short text representation.
Because of the lack of context, the disambiguation in short text becomes more
difficult. We need to design an effective text representation method based on
the characteristics of short text. Neural network models like CNN may lose
the relatedness between words in a short text. Since short text is very short,
the connection between words is more close and its context is not negligible.
Our proposed model can obtain contextual information utilizing Bi-RNN. To
enhance feature representation, topic model can harness latent semantic in-
formation. We capture high-order information and word relations to produce






































































Where is Jordan located on the map?






























Fig. 1 The framework of the proposed deep model
3 Proposed Model
Context information plays an important role in classification. For example,
when we meet the short text: “Who is Barbara Jordan?”, utilizing traditional
methods, it is hard for us to tell what “Jordan” means. With large-scale em-
bedding representation and topic model, we can extract useful latent semantic
information for short text categorization. As shown in Fig. 1, the length of
a short text is quite short, which does not contain enough context informa-
tion for classification. In order to reserve all valuable information in short
text, we take out-of-vocabulary words into consideration. The proposed model
utilizes well pre-trained word embeddings and randomly initialized out-of-
vocabulary word embeddings to initialize the look-up table for words. For
short text s = {w1, w2, ..., wn}, each word wi can get an embedding xi as the
input of model from look-up table. Bi-RNN is applied to obtaining the abun-
dant contextual representation of a short text. Meanwhile, all files get its own
document-topic distribution through LDA. LDA can give us a document-topic
distribution which indicates the category of short text. We choose the current
short text’s document-topic distribution as an additional feature for catego-
rization. We combine the Bi-RNN output representation with document-topic
representation as our final representation of short text. Through a dense layer,
the complete representation of short text for classification is constructed. Fi-
nally, a softmax function is employed as classifier to predict the category which


































































Title Suppressed Due to Excessive Length 7
3.1 Input layer
Since short texts often come from Internet, they always contain some out-of-
vocabulary words, such as new named entities or abbreviates. For example, the
abbreviate “q&a” means “question and answering” in English, which is an out-
of-vocabulary word in this task. Usually, we remove these out-of-vocabulary
words from traning sets. However, because of the length of short text, we may
lose some important information if we do like that. In our model, we use well
pre-trained word embeddings from Google News as our lookup dictionary. It
has more than 3,000,000 words. For those out-of-vocabulary words, we ini-
tialize the embeddings randomly for training. These embeddings are all tuned
while training for a strong categorization model. In terms of word vector rep-
resentation models, CBOW and Skip-gram are two typical models[26]. CBOW
can use surrounding word to infer the probability of the intermediate word.
However, the probability of surrounding word in Skip-gram model is calcu-
lated by the intermediate word. In training, We employ embeddings trained
with Skip-gram model.
3.2 Bi-RNN representation
Short text categorization requires the ability to keep track of relevant in-
formation that may be arbitrarily far away from current word. Fortunately,
Recurrent Neural Network(RNN) is such a neural architecture that employs
a structure called short-term memory in order to solve this semantic distance
problem. Basic RNN systems have been enhanced with the use of special
memory cell units, referred as Long Short-Term Memory neural networks,
or LSTMs[10]. In Basic RNN, the state of input transfers from front to back
in one direction[8,25,12]. However, for a short text, the information it contains
is very limited. So we need to enhance the representation of short text.
Bi-directional RNN (Bi-RNN) can keep track of former information and
utilize these information to affect latter words representations, which is the
combination of two single RNN[32]. Bi-RNN model is composed of input layer,
forward layer, backward layer, and output layer, in which the input layer
corresponds to the input sequence. The forward layer is a LSTM network
structure that is passed from left to right, and the nodes of the hierarchy
connect to the nodes of the input layer and historical state of previous input.
The backward layer is a LSTM network structure that is passed from right
to left, and the nodes of the hierarchy are connected to the same state of the
nodes of the input layer and the same level at the same time. The output
layer is nodes corresponding to the output sequence, which is connected to the
forward transfer layer and the backward transfer layer.
At each time t, we input extracted word embeddings to Bi-RNN, and the
output of Bi-RNN is determined by forward and backward layers. The basic
unit, LSTM, utilizes cell state to add and remove information. An unrolled
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Fig. 2 LSTM cell
ear layers followed by the labelled non-linearity. Each cell learns to control
the input and previous cell memory. It has three gates to control cell state,
including:
(1) Input gate: Restrict the input of current hidden layer cell and determine
whether to update the input information of current cell and what information
needs to be updated or retained. Given input xt and hidden state of last word
ht−1, the output of the input gate it is the value between 0 and 1 through
activcation functionσ, which is applies to the input information to determine
whether to update the cell status. 1 indicates that the information is allowed
to pass and the corresponding values need to be updated. 0 means it is not




(2) Output gate: Control the current hidden layer node’s output and de-
termine whether to output to the next hidden layer or output layer. Through
the control of output gate, we can determine which information needs to be





(3) Forget gate: Control the stored history information of the hidden layer
nodes. Forget gate calculates the value between 0 and 1 based on the state
of the last hidden layer and the input of the current time node, and acts on
the state of last cell to determine which information needs to be retained or




t indicates time step, W and U are parameter matrices. At each time step, the
model modifies four states. The forward memory cell is utilized to generate
the next memory cell:


































































Title Suppressed Due to Excessive Length 9
The final hidden state ht transferred to next time step is defined as:
ht = ot · tanh(ct) (5)







[; ] means concat vectors. For a short text of length n, the final Bi-RNN rep-
















Fig. 3 Clusters based on topic distribution of short texts
Algorithm 1 Generative process of LDA
1: for all topics k ∈ [1,K] do




4: for all documents m ∈ [1,M ] do
5: sample mixture proportion
−→
θm ∼ Dir(−→α )
6: document length Nm ∼ Poiss(ξ)
7: for all words n ∈ [1, Nm]in documentm do
8: sample topic index zm,n ∼Mult(
−→
θm)




As we mentioned in Section 1, an abundant representation needs not only the


































































10 Yanhui Gu et al.
it. Topic model is usually applied to harness the latent semantic information
of text in former researches[3]. Inspired by topic model, we use LDA to help
us obtain the latent semantic meaning of a short text.
Given the hyper parameter α and matrix parameter β, we calculate the
joint distribution of a topic mixture θ. In training step, we use Gibbs sampling
to estimate approximate posterior inference in LDA. The generative process
of LDA is shown in Algorithm1. The document-topic distribution is the topic
representation Etopic in this model.
For example, the distance between short text “who is Barbara Jordan?”
and other short texts from different categories. As shown in Fig. 3, the calcu-
lation of distance is depended on document-topic distribution . The squares
indicate the short texts which are belong to the same category of short text
“who is Barbara Jordan?”. Triangles and circles represent other two categories.
As illustrated in the figure, short texts in the same category will gather to-
gether. It indicates that document-topic distribution can have some effect on
identifing the categories of short texts, so we utilize document-topic distribu-
tion Etopic as another representation of short text.
3.4 Output layer and training
As shown in Fig. 1, Bi-RNN representation ERNN and topic representation
Etopic are concatenated to generate the final short text representation Ed by
dense layer. A softmax classifier is applied to predict the probability distribu-
tion y over categories at output layer. The predicted distribution of category
set {C} is defined as:
Ed = σ(Wd · [ERNN ;Etopic] + bd) (7)
y = softmax(Ws · Ed + bs) (8)
Wd ∈ R2dh×de ; Ws ∈ Rde×|C|; dh is the dimension of hidden layer; de is the
dimension of embedding representation; σ is the activation function of dense
layer; bd and bs are biases of different layers.
Given the label distribution of training examples y
′
, the final training ob-
jective is to minimize the cross-entropy loss. A stochastic gradient step is taken
on the loss function.
4 Experimental Evaluation
4.1 Datasets
Experiments are conducted on Google Snippets dataset[30] and TREC dataset[23].
The specific information of the datasets are shown in Table 1. We divided the
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Table 1 Statistics of two datasets
Datasets Num. of training Num. of test Num. of Vocabulary
examples examples classes size
Google
Snippets
10,060 2,280 8 29,276
TREC 5,452 500 6 9,513
Among 8 common short text datasets, Google Snippets has the maximum
number of classes. TREC is the second. What’s more, the training and test
set are already split. In spite of the size of TREC dataset, we still choose the
two datasets which are convenient for comparison.
4.2 Evaluation metrics and experiment settings
The pre-trained word embedding is trained using word2vec. It contains 3,000,000
words and each word maps to a vector of 300 dimension. We set the hyper pa-
rameters as follows: embedding size d = 300, hidden layer size dh1 = 200, dh2 =
200, initial learning rate α = 0.002. We tune all the parameters on the valida-
tion set. Categorization performance is evaluated with the classical evaluation
metric: Accuracy, which is defined as:
Accuracy =
Num. of correctly classified examples
Num. of all examples
(9)
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Fig. 5 Influence of batch size on accuracy in Bi-RNN
4.3 Evaluation of performance
We defined the model only consists of a Bi-RNN as Bi-RNN and our proposed
model as Bi-RNN+Topic in evaluation.
We tune the learning rate and batch size of our model with other fixed pa-
rameters. As illustrated in Fig. 4, with the increase of iter num, the accuracy of
classification also increases on the validation set and test set of both datasets.
But the trend of growth gradually slows down and finally decreases. When the
curves become smooth, the accuracy of Bi-RNN+Topic is higher than that of
Bi-RNN on test sets. With the increase of iter num, the model gradually fits
the training data which reflects an increase in accuracy of validation set in
the figure. When we meet the threshold, the growth trend of accuracy slows
down and even shrinks because the model is over-fitting. We randomly choose
hyper-parameters, so Bi-RNN and Bi-RNN+topic is close and the curves are
fluctuating on TREC dataset.
Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 demonstrate how batch size impacts the cost time of
training a converged model. As we can see from the figures, when the accuracy
is the same, the model with lower batch size may cost more time. We find that
large batch size may bring better performance in a relatively short time and
large learning rate may result in over-fitting and miss of well trained model.
There may be some fluctuation when training models.
We also computed the sensitivity of the classification to the value of topic
num. Specifically, Fig. 7 shows how the classification accuracy changes with
respect to parameter: topic num on Google Snippets dataset. The highest
accuracy is achieved when topic num is close to 8 on Google Snippets dataset,
which is the class label num of the dataset. With the increase of topic num,
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Fig. 6 Influence of batch size on accuracy in Bi-RNN+Topic
























Fig. 7 Influence of topic num on accuracy
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Furthermore, we compare our model with previous published models on
Google Snippets dataset in Table 2 and Table 3. We introduce the following
models as baseline, and the details are described:
(1) LDA+MaxEnt The model utilizes LDA to discover hidden topics to
enrich short text[30].
(2) Gaussian Short texts are regarded as multivariate Gaussian distributions
based on word embeddings and a similarity method based on multivariate
Gaussian distribution is applied for categorization[27].
(3) Semantic+CNN The model is based on Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) which employs semantic information from semantic clustering of
word embeddings[38].
(4) DCNN A Dynamic Convolutional Neural Network(DCNN) for modeling
short texts[14]. On the basis of CNN, a dynamic k-max pooling layer is
added.
(5) CNN-Twochannel A CNN model contains two input channels. One is for
task-specific word embedding, and the other is for static word embeddings[16].
As shown in Table 2, our model obtains the highest accuracy on Google
Snippets dataset. Using Bi-RNN to get the representation of short text can
have a little improvement on accuracy. Abundant representation with Bi-RNN
and topic model reduces the influence of data sparsity in short text catego-
rization and achieves the best performance on Google Snippets dataset. In ad-
dition, latent semantics in short text can be discovered utilizing topic model,
which is benefit for categorization. The accuracy of Bi-RNN+Topic is 1.26%
higher than Semantic+CNN, which utilizes semantic clustering to improve
the input for CNN. It also adds more semantic information to neural net-
work model, which is proved to be effective. Gaussian is the worst-performing
method on Google Snippets. One possible explanation is that Gaussian de-
pends on word embeddings. When a large amount of words do not have pre-
trained word embeddings, it does not perform well.
However, the accuracy of our model is lower than traditional statistic learn-
ing model on small dataset. As shown in Table 3, neural network models may


































































Title Suppressed Due to Excessive Length 15
ral network models have low generalization performance on the small datasets.
Though the performance of BiRNN+Topic is not the best on small dataset,
the results indicate that this topic-based method is effective when comparing
to BiRNN model. As mentioned in last paragraph, Gaussian depends on word
embeddings. Short texts in TREC dataset are more related to those articles on
which word2vec model was trained than Google Snippets dataset does. Thus
Gaussian achieves the best performance on Google Snippets dataset. DCNN
and CNN-Twochannel are all CNN models, which cannot utilize continuous
contextual information as Bi-RNN does, so the performances of these models
are not better than Bi-RNN model.
5 Conclusion
Considering the characteristics of short texts, an abundant representation of
text is very important to short text. Previous researches may employ some
additional knowledge bases or similarity metrics to enrich representation of
a short text. We do not rely on extra knowledge bases and use a simple ap-
proach to achieve abundant representation of short texts. This paper proposes
a neural network model utilizing representation from Bi-RNN and LDA to
introduce more contextual information and latent semantic information for
categorization. The results show that the proposed model is comparable to
state-of-the-art neural network models on large-scale dataset and method pro-
posed is effective. In the future, we will research on how to improve the effi-
ciency of short text categorization. Meanwhile, we will try to apply multiple
representation extracted from models like Bi-RNN and CNN to enhance the
representation of short text.
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